Movement is our passion.

From a village carpenter’s shop to one of the most modern office furniture makers in Europe in just 80 years: we have been making successful progress for three generations because we consistently support developments in the world of work with innovation and enthusiasm. GOOD WORK is not only our promise but also our daily motivation.
Progressive new working environments.

Office work and the demands on modern workplaces are constantly changing. Buzzword: Work 4.0. At ASSMANN, we challenge ourselves to actively shape modern working environments – by developing and producing excellent, innovative interior design solutions.
Passionate advice and planning.

The demands on modern working environments are complex: there are extensive requirements and trends when it comes to designing workplaces. Occupational health and safety and Work 4.0 are the buzzwords.

This is why at ASSMANN, we support our customers with individual and conceptual advice and spatial planning.
More than just furniture – excellent service is our aspiration.

To create a motivating and productive working environment, we provide expert advice, planning and product selection from the outset, whilst our reliable logistics and assembly teams ensure punctual implementation. These services support our customers and specialist trade partners, from the initial idea to the completed workplace.
Impressive quality, passionately achieved.

At our headquarters in Melle, we pool our expertise. Highly trained professionals use ultra-modern automated manufacturing facilities to develop and produce our products here, all according to our own high-quality design standards. ASSMANN office furniture systems are entirely ‘Made in Germany’ and impressively sustainable – in Germany and Europe.
Our promise: GOOD WORK.

We develop and produce office furniture systems that meet our customers’ needs and requirements. From ergonomic single and group workstations and acoustically effective lounge furniture to trendy communication zones and innovative storage and shelving systems, we offer a variety of interior design solutions that demonstrably optimise and facilitate work processes, while meeting diverse design requirements.
Taking action today to prepare for the future.

ASSMANN has earned an excellent reputation as a reliable, value-oriented family firm, not only in the international office furniture sector but also in the region. As a responsible employer, we always consider the future of our employees in every decision. Thinking sustainably, acting economically: for us, this is not a contradiction but our daily inspiration – especially as a training company and employer.
A firm belief in sustainability.

We believe that our company also has a social responsibility. That is why we not only target economic success but also take our responsibility for humankind, resources and the environment very seriously. For us, sustainability is an important part of our corporate culture.
Experience the ASSMANN brand.

Whether in Berlin, Munich, London, Paris or Moscow, thanks to our extensive sales and specialist trade partner network and exclusive showrooms, you can experience ASSMANN interior design solutions in person at 14 locations across Europe.